Abstract. This note is a sequel to the preceding one with the same title published in these Proceedings. The contents of the first paper are assumed to be known. References are in alphabetical order in each paper, but they, as well as the theorems, are numbered consecutively.
x(Q+ ) = lim x(t) = 0, k,(/)x'(0 G E, the following inequality holds: (24) \\x\\Ekoi*ZC\\x'\\e^, where k0(0 = k(OW)]"1 and k,(0 = /k(/)[^(í)]_1 or icíOWíOl""1-Hence (25) ||jell£ <c(||jc||£ +l|je'||£ ) = :C||x||". .
2.
A pair of quasi-Banach spaces (X0, A",) continuously embedded in some Hausdorff topological vector space % is called a quasi-Banach couple. The sum of X0 and A",, denoted by X0 + A",, is the set of all x = x0 + jc,, with jc, G X¡, i = 0,1.
For each x G XQ + X¡, we define the Peetre /^-functional for jc by (26) K(t,x)=K{t,x;X0,X,)= inf (||x0|| x + t\\x, \\x).
The K method generates interpolation spaces (see [22, Chapter 3] ) by applying function quasi-norms $ to K(t, jc). For example, if 0 <p < oo and/: R+ -> R+ is a continuous nondecreasing function such that 0 <px(f) < qx(f) < 1, then let us denote by (X0, X^)f K the set of all x G X0 + A", for which (27) |U,W=|/o-(^Eij'<lf/ip<00 (see [24,p. 294] ). In the sequel we write (X0, Xx)8p.K instead of (X0, A",),«p.K. ForO < 6 < 0' < 1 and* G (X0, Xx)exK + (X0, Xx)e,XK, we define (28) Kl\t,x)=Kl\t,x;XQ,Xx) 
+ (f~f(t)-pdt/t)VPf\*(s)ds
We use the Hardy inequality (23) to obtain the estimate
The rest of the proof is the same as in [2, Theorem 8.1] and need not be repeated here.
2b. We consider L(<p,, q¡), i = 0,1, spaces on (0, oo) (see Example 2). We assume that (31) t a«Pi(0 increases for some a > 0, l(0 = «PoíO/ViíO is increasing from 0 to oo, t~b7)(t) increases for some b > 0.
Theorem 4. Suppose that r.i. space E on (0, oo) has Fatou norm or ßx(E) < I. Let <p0, en, be as given in above and let tr'(t) « t(0 (t-function from Example 1). //
•(A) = IIA(n(/)r-')/*(i 'V" 
